8th February 2019
Our Learning This Week
It has been an extremely busy week, we have been
finishing our learning; ‘what makes me who I am?’
This week we looked at the human body. We learnt
about different organs and the jobs that they do.
The children created their own version of ‘head
shoulders knees and toes’ but using the organs. Ask
your child to recite their version of the song. After
looking at organs we moved on to learning about the
skeleton. We looked at the bones and what their
jobs were. The teachers even dressed up as
skeletons, the children then identified all their
bones.
We culminated this week with learning about our senses. The children got to
explore their five different senses at five different stations. They
then used their senses to describe items.
We have also celebrated Chinese New
Year this week. We had a visit from Mrs
Chen who shared lots of wonderful
information about the New Year and the
children all took part in Chinese New
Year activities.
To add to our excitement of the week,
we visited our new building. The children
got to see their brand new classrooms
and got to have a look around the whole
school too. They shared their ideas
about how they wanted their new classrooms to look. We hope they will be happy with
what they see in two weeks time.
Literacy
It is the end of our ‘tradtional tale’ topic in literacy. This week the children made turnip soup using the recipes they
wrote last week – unfortunately the cooking process did not turn out great. When we are in the new building and have
a kitchen facility we will be giving it another go. The children were all authors of their very own storybooks this week.
They used their knowledge of traditional tales to create their very own.

Maths
In maths we have been solidifying our knowledge of finding the difference. Turning word questions into equations and
using methods that we feel comfortable with to solve them.

Kitta Aleph Notices
Your child will have received ‘alien words’ in their bag to work on over the holidays to support them with
their phonic screening check.
We have had a wonderful half term with lots of exciting things that have happened. We hope to continue
to make lots of wonderful memories in our new school.
Have a wonderful and restful few weeks and we will see you in our new school.

